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Response Surface Methodology (RSM) is a widely used statistical technique to evaluate data sets obtained from a proper experimental design. Steam distillation is mainly used for removal of undesired volatiles by the aid of stripping steam under vacuum. This process is susceptible to formation of bound 3-MCPD which is a recently focused process contaminant by oil industry.
In this study, effects of steam distillation parameters (temperature, pressure and stripping steam rate) on bound 3-MCPD and glycidyl ester formation were determined by RSM. In response surface designs the perturbation plot shows how the response changes as each factor moves from the chosen reference point, with all other factors held constant at the reference value. The variable having the highest slope in perturbation curve, is the most effective variable for the given response in current variable limits. Also if the upper and lower limits of the variables were enlarged and different equipment were used for same samples and conditions in another study, insignificant variables having the highest slope has a possibility to become significant. This information can be used for predicting effective variables at off limit conditions. Also perturbation plots are useful predicting the possible effective variables at scale-up situations.
In all perturbation plots; temperature, water flow rate and pressure were kept at 245°C, 2ml/min and 3mbar respectively. According to the perturbation plots, the slope of the temperature curve is highest among other variables in every plot showing its superior effect on formation of bound 3-MCPD and glycidyl esters as mentioned before. Glycidyl ester formation was also affected from water flow rate. Perturbation plot showed that pressure has a possibility of become significant at off limit conditions, although effect of this factor was not statistically important for glycidyl ester formation in olive oils, 



